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1. Concatenation vs. averaging

We show that concatenation retains more information than averaging.  Consider five neighboring

snapshots represented by vectors   a,b,c,d,e , and, for simplicity, allow only the first components

of each, viz.  to vary from snapshot to snapshot. With an averaging window of 2,

the averaged components and the Euclidean distances between the corresponding vectors are

then, respectively:

1
2
(a1 + b1) ,

1
2
(b1 + c1),

1
2
(c1 + d1),

1
2
(d1 + e1) , and

daverage
2 = 1

4
(a1 − c1)

2, 1
4
(b1 − d1)

2, 1
4
(c1 − e1)

2.
(1) 

In contrast, concatenated vectors result in the following distances: 

dconcat
2 = (a1 − b1)

2 + (b1 − c1)
2{ }, (b1 − c1)2 + (c1 − d1)2{ }, (c1 − d1)2 + (d1 − e1)2{ } . (2)

Eqs.(1) and (2) show that  
daverage  depends only on the vectors at the beginning and end points of 

the moving window, while  dconcat  carries information about all vectors in the window.  

2. Sampling uniformity after SVD analysis

Consider the time series formed by uniformly sampling, with time-step Δ!, a one-pixel snapshot

with a time evolution described by a cosine function with angular frequency ω  and   1≤ k ≤ n

integral,

yk = cos(ωkΔt)  . (3) 

In the absence of jitter, this time series can be concatenated c-fold to yield matrix  A0 of 

dimensions  c × (n− c) with elements: 

A0ij = cos ω ( j − i)Δt( )  . (4)

For large enough c and n, it can be shown that the doubly-degenerate right singular vectors of  A0

with the highest singular value are time-shifted versions of Eq.(3) with singular value 
c(n− c)
2

. 

Timing uncertainty due to jitter can be incorporated as a phase  ϕk , which, for Gaussian jitter, is 

drawn from  N (0,σ 2 ) , viz. 

a1,b1,c1,d1,e1
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yk = cos ω kΔt +ϕk( )( )  . (5) 

This time series can be concatenated c-fold to yield matrix A of dimensions   c × (n− c)  with 

elements  

Aij = cos ω ( j − i)Δt +ϕ j−i( )( )  . (6) 

For large enough c and n, it can be shown that the doubly-degenerate right singular vectors of A 

with the highest singular value are time-shifted versions of Eq.(3) with singular value: 

c(n− c)
2

e
−ω 2σ 2

2  . (7) 

A time series sampled non-uniformly with uncertain time stamps can thus be analyzed by 

concatenation and SVD to recover a time-shifted but uniformly sampled version of the 

underlying function.  We have verified the veracity of this conclusion by numerical simulation. 

3. Emergence of reliable dynamical information

The time stamp associated with each superframe corresponds to the mean of the time stamps of

the constituent single frames6.  Neighboring superframes share all but one frame, with the

number of shared frames decreasing as the interval between two superframes increases.

Consider two superframes, each formed by concatenating c frames, n of which are not shared by

the two superframes.  With Gaussian jitter of width , the distribution of uncertainty in the time 

interval between the superframes has a width σ 2n
c

.  This must be compared with the average 

time interval between the corresponding two snapshots  apart, with  being the mean 

interval between individual frames.  Reliable dynamical information emerges on timescales 

exceeding the timing uncertainty between two superframes with n unlike frames.  This occurs 

when   

n Δt ≥ lσ 2n
c

, i.e.,  n ≥ lσ 2
c Δt

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

2

   , (8) 

with l depending on the required confidence level.  For the experimental case examined in this 

paper, this leads one to expect reliable dynamical information on the femto- or even sub-

femtosecond scale. 

σ

n Δt Δt
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Ultimately, of course, no information can be expected beyond the Shannon-Nyquist limit.  Since 

the effect of timing jitter precludes exactly uniform sampling, the highest frequency signal to be 

reconstructed must be sampled several times during its period29.  For the dataset described above, 

where ~ 1 fs information was extracted, the evolution of the system was sampled at ~ 50 as 

intervals, i.e., 20 times the highest frequency extracted.   

4. Characterization of approach by reference to trial models

Since our approach is fundamentally nonlinear, its outcome depends on the characteristics of the

input signal, including its Fourier spectrum (suitably generalized to the manifold7).  To mitigate

this inherent problem, the analysis below is aimed at elucidating guidelines for prudent

application of the approach, rather than input-dependent parameters.

We first investigate the behavior of our approach analytically by considering a single-pixel topo 

with a cosine chrono.  Since this input signal represents an eigenfunction of the Laplace-Beltrami 

operator, only the SVD part is considered.  This trial model leads to closed-form expressions for 

the output in the presence of jitter, and elucidates the role of key parameters.  We then outline 

results obtained from the numerical analysis of the full NLSA apparatus in the presence of pixel 

noise and/or timing uncertainty with reference to three further trial models. 

5. Analytical trial model

Consider the matrix A  with n c-fold concatenated snapshots generated from a single-pixel topo

with a cosine chrono. Algebraic analysis of the matrices  AAT  and  AT A  in the absence of jitter

shows the eigenfunctions to consist of a degenerate pair:

2 acos( jωΔt) ± bsin( jωΔt)( ) / n(a2 + b2 ) , with  Δt  denoting a uniform sampling interval.  As

shown in Eq.(7) above, jitter attenuates the singular value characterizing the degenerate pair by a 

factor of   e−ω 2σ 2 /2 .  

As ωσ   is modulo  2π   and a Gaussian spans the range  (−σ ,+σ )  , attenuation saturates at 

  ωσ ∼ π , (σ ~ τ / 2) , as larger values of jitter tend to introduce snapshots differing from the jitter-
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free assignment by a phase difference of less than π .  This leads to the expectation that, for a 

“white” input signal, the attenuation factor spans the range 1 to    ∼ eω 2σ 2 /2 = eπ 2 /2 ≈100 .  This 

results in a dynamic range of ~100 for the singular values.  

In the single-pixel, single-frequency model, jitter transfers energy from the two “signal modes” 

to (c-2) modes due to noise, which form a “noise plateau”.  When the singular values of the 

signal modes are close to, or degenerate with the noise plateau, the signal modes can be 

corrupted by mixing with noise.  In contrast, when the singular values above the noise floor span 

a dynamic range of 100 or more, and are well separated from the noise floor, even frequencies 

subject to large attenuation are faithfully transmitted, albeit with reduced singular values.   

The position of the noise plateau with respect to the signal modes is input-dependent.  In the 

limit of   n≫ c , a “kinematic,” single-frequency estimate of the position of the noise floor can be 

made by equating the input energy to the sum of the energies in the attenuated signal and noise 

modes, viz. 

2 × cn
4
e−ω

2σ 2

+ (c − 2)Enoise = 2 ×
cn
4
, ⇒ Enoise =

cn
2(c − 2)

1− e−ω
2σ 2( ) . (9) 

The signal modes coincide in energy with the noise floor when: 

cn
4
e−ω

2σ 2

= Enoise =
cn

2(c − 2)
1− e−ω

2σ 2( ), ⇒ 1
2
+ 1
c − 2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ e

−ω 2σ 2

= 1
c − 2

ωσ = ln c
2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

1/2 . (10) 

This provides an estimate for the concatenation parameter needed for a frequency ω  to avoid the 

noise floor, viz.   c > 2e(ωσ )2

.  

The concatenation parameter used in the present work c = 5,800 corresponds to  ωσ = 0.9π , 

which is within 10% of the one-pixel, single-frequency, kinematic estimate of π  needed for 

faithful (but attenuated) transmission of high frequencies.   
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6. Numerical trials of two single-pixel models

We have verified the above observations numerically by reference to two single-pixel models, as

follows.  The first consists of a single-pixel topo with an abrupt error-function chrono with a

Fourier spectrum extending to frequencies strongly affected by Gaussian jitter  0 ≤σ ≤100 fs( ) .
The second model uses a segment of the dynamical system Lorenz-63 30 as input. In both cases, 

the signal provided to the algorithm as input is corrupted by increasing levels of jitter. The 

performance of the algorithm is numerically evaluated below by comparing the output from the 

algorithm with the known uncorrupted signal in order to derive guidelines for reliable use.   

For the abrupt error-function model, the jitter-corrupted input was generated as follows. 11,600 

time samples, selected from an error function with an underlying Gaussian of width  σ = 50 fs  

(reflecting the width of the optical pulse1), were corrupted with jitter characterized byσ of 0, 25, 

50, 75, and 100 fs, respectively.  5,800-fold concatenated supervectors were then formed using 

the corrupted time stamps, and provided as input to the NLSA algorithm.   

For the Lorenz-63 trial model, the input signal was generated as follows.  The relevant analytic 

expressions30 were numerically integrated to obtain x(t), y(t), and z(t).  11,600 samples were 

selected from x(t) at uniform time-sample intervals in the vicinity of t = (20, 24), and corrupted 

with Gaussian jitter characterized by σ of 100, 200, 500, and 1,000 time-sample intervals.  5,800-

fold concatenated supervectors were formed using the jitter-corrupted time stamps, and provided 

to the NLSA algorithm as input. 

The results of these single-pixel simulations, shown in Figs.1-5, confirm the observations made 

on the basis of the analytical trial models, as follows. 

1. Increasing jitter compresses the dynamic range of the singular values above the noise plateau,

with the noise plateau rising to consume an increasing fraction of the modes.

2. When many signal modes spanning a wide (~100x) dynamic range are well separated from

the noise plateau, NLSA reconstructions are excellent representations of the input signal.

3. When only a few ( ≤ 4 ) signal modes spanning a compressed dynamic range are available

above the noise plateau, reconstructions closely reproducing the input signal can be obtained
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by making small  (≤ 2.5×) adjustments to the singular values of the modes above the noise 

plateau.  This supports the notion that, even at high jitter, signal modes above the noise 

plateau represent an appropriate vocabulary for the faithful reproduction of the input signal, 

albeit with attenuated singular values. 

4. When only signal modes close to the noise plateau are available, their chronos are corrupted.

Under these conditions, adjusting the singular values is no longer sufficient to produce high-

quality reconstructions.  This supports the notion that mixing with the noise plateau leads to

irrecoverable loss of information.

The analysis of the above two trial models indicates that reliable dynamical information can be 

extracted from each mode, so long as the singular values of the NLSA modes used to extract 

dynamical information span a dynamic range of ~100x, and are well separated from the noise 

plateau.   
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Figure 1 | Behavior of NLSA with jitter-free error-function input.  a. Jitter-free signal.  b.  
Signal provided as input to the NLSA algorithm.  c.  NLSA singular value spectrum.  The 
(extremely low) noise plateau is due to numerics.  d.  Signal reconstructed from the NLSA 
output.  Only modes above the noise plateau were used to obtain the reconstruction. 
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Figure 2 | NLSA behavior with error-function input in presence of jitter (50 fs).  a. Jitter-
free signal.  b.  Signal provided as input to the NLSA algorithm.  c.  NLSA singular value 
spectrum. Note the rising noise plateau, and the compressed dynamic range of above-noise 
singular values.  d.  Signal reconstructed from the NLSA output closely follows the input signal.  
Only modes above the noise plateau were used to obtain the reconstruction, with their singular 
values adjusted by  ≤ 2.5× .
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Figure 3 | NLSA behavior with error-function input corrupted by 100-fs jitter.  a. Jitter-free 
signal.  b.  Signal provided as input to the NLSA algorithm.  c.  NLSA singular value spectrum. 
Only two modes remain above the noise plateau.  d. Signal reconstructed from NLSA with the 
two modes above the noise plateau. The reconstruction no longer reproduces the input signal to 
high fidelity, even with adjusted singular values.  Note that the maximum tolerable jitter depends 
on the input signal.  The output characteristics, particularly the singular value spectrum must be 
used to judge whether the signal can be faithfully recovered.
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Figure 4 | NLSA Reconstructions of error function vs. Jitter.  a.  Reconstructions obtained 
with above-noise modes after adjustment of their singular values by  ≤ 2.5× .  b.  Reconstructions 
obtained using above-noise modes without adjustment of singular values.  The comparison 
shows the increasing attenuation of high-frequency information as the jitter is increased. 
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Figure 5 | NLSA Reconstructions of Lorenz-63 dynamical system vs. Jitter.  Left column:  
Input to NLSA.  Right Column: Reconstructions obtained with above-noise modes after 
adjustment of their singular values by  ≤ 2.5× .   a.  No jitter.  b. Jitter:  100×  the interval 
between successive samples.  c.  Jitter:  200×  the interval between successive samples.  The 
quality of the reconstruction at values of jitter about or larger than  500×  the interval between 
successive samples is degraded. 
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7. Numerical trial of multi-pixel model

In this trial, the complexity of the input to the algorithm is comparable with that of the

experimental data in the numbers of spectral pixels and snapshots, the time spanned by the data,

pixel noise, timing uncertainty, and dynamical information content.

The output obtained from our analysis of the experimental ToF data1 consists of an ordered 

sequence of 94,200 snapshots with 2,000 pixels each.  We corrupt the ToF movie obtained from 

the combination of the first four modes shown in Figs. 1-2 of the main paper, first by introducing 

Poisson pixel noise in the individual ToF spectra, and then by scrambling the sequence of 

spectral snapshots by increasing levels of timing jitter.  This noise- and jitter-corrupted input is 

then analyzed by our algorithm, and the extent of agreement with the (noise- and jitter-free) 

signal determined.  

This procedure represents a particularly stringent test of the ability of our algorithm to recover 

reliable dynamical information, as follows.   

1. The input to the algorithm is calculated with the singular values obtained from the analysis of

the original (noise- and jitter-corrupted) experimental data.  As shown by the three trials

above, these singular values are attenuated compared with those corresponding to the

(unknown) behavior of the physical system in the absence of noise and jitter.  We are thus

requiring faithful extraction of dynamical information after two cycles of attenuation by pixel

noise and timing uncertainty.

2. The two single-pixel trials above show that each recovered chrono rests on an unknown

offset with respect to its counterpart in the absence of noise and jitter.  As verified by

simulation, the procedure to “unwrap” concatenated vectors into single snapshots6 translates

the offsets in the chronos into an unknown offset for each pixel of the reconstructed ToF

movie.  For spectra with 2,000 pixels, reconstruction of a ToF movie requires determining

2,000 unknown offsets, which is not numerically tractable.  To circumvent this problem, we

use the Pearson correlation coefficient to compare the respective input and output topos and

chronos directly.

3. All results presented in our paper stem from examination of individual modes.  The extracted

Pearson correlation coefficients between corresponding input and output topos and chronos
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therefore quantify the reliability of our results with no adjustable parameters other than the 

usual sigma-parameter in the Diffusion Map algorithm5, which was set at values high enough 

to preclude sensitivity.   

4. In general, the signal frequency content can be redistributed between the modes by jitter.  By

calculating Pearson correlation coefficients between individual modes, we ignore this effect,

and thus possibly underestimate the level to which reliable dynamical information is

available.

In more detail, the corrupted signal used as input to the algorithm was generated as follows.  The 

first four modes from NLSA analysis of the experimental data were combined using their 

corresponding singular values to produce an ordered sequence of 94,200 snapshots with 2,000 

pixels each. Four hundred contiguous ToF pixels about the m/q=14 group of peaks were used for 

further analysis. The snapshots were rescaled to the experimental signal level, taking into 

account the reduced numbers of snapshots and pixels, and the appropriate level of Poisson noise 

was applied to reflect the properties of the experimental data. To accommodate timing 

uncertainties of up to 100 fs, 70,000 jitter-corrupted snapshots were extracted from the 94,200 

available snapshots.  

The analysis of the noise- and jitter-corrupted signal by our algorithm leads to the following 

Pearson correlation coefficients between corresponding modes of the (noise- and jitter-free) 

input and the output obtained at jitter values of 50 fs and 100 fs, respectively.   

Pearson correlation coefficients: 50 fs Jitter 

Mode 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient 

Topos Chronos 

1 0.9993 0.9985 

2 0.9999 0.9985 

3 0.9998 0.9707 

4 0.9990 0.9285 
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Pearson correlation coefficients: 100 fs Jitter 

Mode 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient 

Topos Chronos 

1 0.9999 0.9988 

2 0.9994 0.9972 

3 0.9997 0.9750 

4 0.9995 0.9219 

The high values of the Pearson correlation clearly demonstrate that the topos and chronos 

recovered from the noise- and jitter-corrupted trial data closely mirror those of the uncorrupted 

data.  As all our results stem from the topos and chronos, this close agreement further supports 

the reliability of our results. 

As a final test of the ability to extract dynamical information in the multi-pixel case far beyond 

the timing uncertainty in noisy data, we use pixel offsets and singular values as free parameters 

to compile a four-mode, 450-fs-long, 10-pixel wide ToF movie in a region of significant 

dynamical activity.  (The smaller number of pixels renders the problem of determining pixel 

offsets numerically tractable.)  As multimode reconstructed movies are not used in our paper, 

this trial exceeds that required to assess the reliability of our results. 

The input signal was generated as follows.  The first four modes from NLSA analysis of the 

experimental data were combined using the singular values determined by NLSA to produce an 

ordered sequence of 94,200 snapshots with 2,000 pixels each. 10 neighboring ToF pixels within 

the m/q=14 group of peaks exhibiting the highest dynamic range were selected. These snapshots 

were rescaled to the experimental signal level, taking into account the reduced numbers of 

snapshots and pixels, and Poisson noise was introduced. 15,000 jitter-corrupted snapshots (with 

100 fs jitter) were extracted from the most active region of the 94,200 available snapshots. 

The resulting reconstruction is shown in Fig. 6 below.  The mean and maximum differences 

between the (noise- and jitter-free) original and reconstructed movies are 0.1% and 1.5%, 

respectively.  
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Taken together, the results of this trial demonstrate the ability of our algorithm to extract reliable 

dynamical information from complex input signals with values of noise and timing uncertainty 

characteristic of the experimental data used in this paper. 

Figure 6 | NLSA reconstruction of ToF movie.  a. Movie obtained from the first four modes 
shown in Figs. 1-2 of the main paper.  This movie was corrupted by Poisson pixel noise and 100-
fs timing jitter before analysis. A 10 pixel-wide, 450-fs-long segment from an active region was 
reconstructed with pixel offsets and singular values as free parameters.  b. Reconstructed movie 
segment inserted into the original movie.  c.  Difference between the noise- and jitter-free input 
and reconstructed movie.  Mean discrepancy is 0.1%.  The size and position of the multi-colored 
box in this panel reflect those of the reconstructed segment inserted into the movie in panel b.   
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8. Reliability of spectral features extracted from experimental data

A multitaper harmonic F-test analysis31 was performed to assess the reliability of the spectral

features shown in Fig. 4 of the main paper, as follows.

1. The function “ftestc” in the Chronux package (http://chronux.org/32) was used.

2. An F-test was performed on the region of the mode-4 chrono, from which the spectral

features were extracted.

3. Five different values of the time×half-bandwidth product nw in the range 3 – 6 were used.  In

each case, the number of tapers used was chosen to be K=2nw−1 (default in MATLAB).

4. Two choices of padding were adopted: “pad=3” to zero-pad the array of interest to the next

power of 2, then add further zeros to make the array 23 times as long; and “pad=4” to pad the

array to the next power of 2, then add further zeros to make the array 24 times as long.

Predictably, the two overlapping peaks close to 50 THz could not be resolved.  The F-test 

amplitudes lie in the range 1.8 – 4, indicating reliable extraction of spectral features.  The table 

below compares the data-analytically derived peak positions with those obtained by the 

multitaper harmonic F-test.  The uncertainty in peak positions is smaller than 2%.  Neither the F-

test amplitudes, nor the peak positions depend sensitively on the choice of parameters.   

Data-analytically Derived Peak Positions vs. Results from Multitaper Analysis 

Data-analytically assigned 
peak positions (THz) 42.3 49.6 / 51.0 59.8 65.7 

Range observed in 
multitaper analysis (THz) 42.0 – 43.1 49.9 – 50.0 59.4 – 59.8 65.3 – 65.5 

9. Quantum mechanical calculations

Calculations performed by Dr. R. Santra and collaborators take into account the production of 

the doubly-ionized N2 system (via inner-shell photoionization and Auger decay), as well as the 

subsequent probe step involving the strong infrared pulse. The calculations are based on high-

level ab-initio potential energy curves and dipole transition matrix elements for N2 
++, combined 

with a multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) algorithm for describing the 

vibrational and dissociative dynamics on the IR-coupled potential energy curves.  The table 
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below compares the frequencies of the oscillations extracted by our data-analytical approach in 

the 10-70 THz range (Fig. 7) with the corresponding frequencies from the quantum mechanical 

(QM) calculations.  Further details, including oscillation amplitudes in specific decay channels 

will be published elsewhere. 

Comparison of data-analytically extracted and calculated frequencies (THz) 

Extracted from 
Data 19.0 27.7 32.1 36.5 42.3 49.6 51.0 59.8 65.7 

QM 
Calculations 20.1 27.3 31.9 36.1 40.1 50.0 51.2 60.9 66.0 

10. Estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

The SNR of an experimental Time-of-Flight (ToF) spectrum was estimated as follows.  Each

spectrum in the dataset stems from the Coulomb explosion of ~30 molecular ions, with the ionic

fragments impinging on one of ~1,200 detector pixels.  The mean count per pixel is thus

30/1,200=0.025.  This represents the mean of a Poisson distribution.  The variance of a Poisson

Figure 7 | Vibrational frequency spectrum extracted data-analytically.  Frequency 
range: ~10 – 100 THz.  The green lines show the peaks in the well-studied 40 − 70 THz 
range identified in Fig. 4 of the main text.  The uncertainty in the measurement of
frequency is <1.4 THz, stemming primarily from the initial 690-fs-long manifestation of 
the wavepacket, which determines the measurement time for its constituent oscillations. 
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distribution is equal to its mean.  Defining the SNR as [mean signal/√(variance)], the SNR = 

√(0.025) = 0.16.  Additional factors, such as detector noise, can reduce this value further. 

11. Robustness of analysis against changes in adjustable parameters

There are three primary adjustable parameters in our approach: the scale parameter for Diffusion

Map analysis; the concatenation parameter for forming supervectors; and the number of

Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF’s) used for projection onto the manifold.  We have

ascertained that our results do not depend sensitively on these parameters, as follows.

1. Diffusion Map analysis requires a scale parameter , which can be estimated via a well-

established procedure18.  We have established that our results are not sensitive to ~10x

excursions around the value determined by this procedure.

2. NLSA requires c-fold concatenation of snapshots into supervectors6.  We have varied the

concatenation parameter c over the range 10 – 5,800. Larger values of c improve the signal-

extraction efficiency of NLSA.  The results reported in the present paper pertain to c = 5,800,

but we have established that they are not sensitive to the value of c, provided it exceeds

~500.  The appropriate value of c is, of course, data dependent.

3. NLSA involves projection on a truncated set of EOF’s.  We have varied the number of

EOF’s used in our approach over the range 10 − 100 to ensure our results are not sensitive to

this parameter.

12. Experimental data

The details of the experiment by which the data were obtained can be found in Ref. 1, with the

dataset analyzed here pertaining to a run in the same experiment not specifically discussed in

Ref. 1.  In brief, the data consisted of 105 ToF snapshots, spanning a total delay time of 5 ps

(Fig. 8). The measured pump-probe timing jitter of 300 fs FWHM produced an almost uniform

inter-snapshot interval of 50 as.  The 2,000-pixel-wide segments of the individual spectra were

σ
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represented as vectors, with signal in each ToF pixel representing a component of the vectors.   

Supervectors were formed by time-lagged embedding. 

Starting with a data matrix of raw ToF snapshots of dimensions !×!, (D: number of ToF pixels, 

N: number of snapshots), c-fold concatenation results in a supervector matrix of dimensions 

  cD × (N − c) . Column j of this matrix consists of supervector j, whose elements are the ToF 

pixels of snapshots j+1, j+2, …, j+c. Note that the time direction of concatenation (into the past 

or the future) and that of the later unwrapping of supervectors into individual snapshots must be 

opposite as prescribed in Ref. 6. 

Figure 8 | Spectral movie of raw ToF snapshots.  a. Movie obtained by ordering the 
raw spectra according to their (jitter-corrupted) time stamps. Each frame of the movie is 
produced by the Coulomb explosion of about thirty  molecules, resulting in a signal-
to-noise ratio ~ 0.16.  b. Expanded view around zero time-delay between the IR and X-
ray pulses.  (Rainbow color code. Blue lowest signal, red highest signal.)   
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13. Manifolds produced by raw and concatenated data

Diffusion Map embedding of the raw (unconcatenated) data produces a five-dimensional

nonlinear manifold, with the dimensionality determined by the procedure outlined in Ref. 18. A

scatter plot of the snapshots in terms of coordinates defined by the first three empirical

orthogonal functions of the Diffusion Map algorithm and the associated eigenvalues are shown

in Fig. 9.  The manifold of supervectors obtained by time-lagged embedding (concatenation) and

the associated Diffusion Map eigenvalue spectrum clearly show the predominantly one-

dimensional nature of the manifold.

Figure 9 | Manifolds produced by application of Diffusion Map. a. Diffusion Map eigenvalue 
spectrum of raw snapshots. b. Scatter plot of raw snapshots in terms of the first three empirical 
orthogonal functions of Diffusion Map. Each point represents a snapshot.  c. Diffusion Map 
eigenvalue spectrum of concatenated snapshots.  d. Scatter plot of concatenated data in terms of 
the first three empirical orthogonal functions. Each point stems from a supervector.  Note the 
string-like appearance of the concatenated manifold, and the dominance of the first Diffusion 
Map eigenvalue, indicating a one-dimensional manifold (confirmed by direct determination of 
manifold dimensionality18).  (Rainbow color code. Blue earliest time, red latest time.)   
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14. SVD and NLSA of experimental data

Analysis of the raw data by standard (linear-algebraic) SVD reveals the first mode (representing

the average) to be separated from the others (Fig. 10a).  This is followed by a series of 400

modes with singular values descending toward a slowly decaying tail of ~1,600 modes.  This

clearly shows that SVD is unable to provide an efficient representation of the data.  Fig. 10b

shows the singular values obtained from NLSA.  Note the much smaller number of eigenvalues

above a well-defined noise plateau.  The NLSA results shown in this paper were obtained with

the following parameters: 105 ToF spectra, 5,800-fold concatenation, 10 EOFs, Diffusion Map

scale parameter  σ = 40.46 .

Figure 10 | Singular value spectra of experimental Coulomb explosion data.  a.  Standard 
SVD (no concatenation).  The slowly decaying singular values indicate that ≥400 modes are 
needed for an accurate description of the data.  b. NLSA.  Only six modes are present above the 
noise plateau.  The singular values span a dynamic range of ~100, with the first four well 
separated from the noise plateau. 

15. Computational resources and times

All calculations were carried out on a Linux workstation with Quad-Core Intel® Xeon®

processor X5355 with 2.66GHz and 32GB memory. The three most expensive computational

steps are as follows: a) calculation of pairwise squared-distances between the concatenated

vectors; b) Diffusion Map embedding; and, c) calculation of the matrix ATA (with A defined in

Eq. (1) of the main text). The pairwise squared-distance calculation and the calculation of the

matrix !!! use an algorithm scaling as   Ns
2 D + logc( ) , (Ns: number of snapshots; D: number of

pixels per snapshot; c: concatenation parameter).  For the parameters used in this work, each of 
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these two steps can be completed in about 7 hours. Diffusion Map embedding typically requires 

about 30 minutes for each scaling parameter of interest.  SVD topos and chronos can be found in 

less than one minute by solving for the eigenvectors of !!!, which is small.  All other steps 

combined can be completed in a few minutes. 
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